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Squirm - definition of squirm by The Free Dictionary squirm (skwÃ»rm) intr.v. squirmed, squirmÂ·ing, squirms 1. To twist about in a wriggling, snakelike motion;
writhe. 2. To feel or exhibit signs of humiliation or. Squirm | Definition of Squirm by Merriam-Webster These example sentences are selected automatically from
various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'squirm.' Views expressed in the examples do. SQUIRM - crossword answers, clues, definition,
synonyms ... Crossword Solver - Crossword Clues, synonyms, anagrams and definition of squirm.

Squirm (1976) - IMDb A storm causes some power lines to break and touch the ground, drawing millions of man-eating worms out of the earth, and into town where
they quickly start munching. Squirm | Define Squirm at Dictionary.com Squirm definition, to wriggle or writhe. See more. Squirm (film) - Wikipedia Squirm is a
1976 American natural horror film directed by Jeff Lieberman, and starring Don Scardino and Patricia Pearcy. The plot follows a small Georgia town that.

squirm | Definition of squirm in English by Oxford ... Definition of squirm - wriggle or twist the body from side to side, especially as a result of nervousness or
discomfort. Squirm Synonyms, Squirm Antonyms | Thesaurus.com Synonyms for squirm at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Find descriptive alternatives for squirm. squirm Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary squirm definition: 1. to move from side to side in an awkward way
because of nervousness, embarrassment, or pain: 2. to make twisting movements with the body, esp.

Squirm definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary Squirm definition: If you squirm , you move your body from side to side, usually because you are
nervous or... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.
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